1st St: Arts & Civic Streetscape

Goal: Transform the environment in the burgeoning arts district between Boyle and Soto and make it a more enjoyable place to walk.

How to Accomplish
- Construct all new sidewalks and curbs
- Plant new trees to infill between existing ficus trees
- Reconstruct tree wells around existing ficus trees to reduce sidewalk uplift
- New historic roadway lights
- New pedestrian lights
- Community design elements
- Permeable parkway paving
- New ladder crosswalks
- New furnishings
- Potential to add custom/holiday lighting
- Potential to use colored concrete

Maintenance Options
LABSS for sidewalks and curbs, LABSL for lighting, LADOT for crosswalks, L.A. Conservation Corps for any elements they construct, local merchants for community design elements

Cost $$$$